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MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMNT AND MINES
Incentives Office
Mineral Development S Lands Branch
159 Cedar Street
Sudbury, Ontario
P3C - 6A5

Robert M. Onotsky
}205 - 181 Oollier Street

010 p Q BfJX 1254

Barrie, Ontario 
L4M - 5R4

-
February 23, 1991

Via Purolator Courier

RE: OPAP File Nunnber OP90-172

Dear Sir:

Thank you for your letter of February 5, 1991 regarding my work 
program on exploration activities as completed on the Turnbull Township 
precious metal prospect.

Unfortunately, I am not a professional engineer or geologist and do 
not have the capacity of geological interpretation as to exact description of 
rocks and samples as taken. My limitations as within field exposures and 
experiences over some 25 years are general with respect to knowledge of rock 
textures, appearances, rustic and shear zone formations, colourizations and 
other features. For this reason, I can only generalize as indicated in my 
"Sample Log" as submitted with respect to descriptions and types.

It is felt that I have fair capacity to locate and observe 
favourable formations, sample areas and potential mineralized zones, 
particularly with respect to precious and base metal prospects. This is 
confirmed somewhat by the results of my sampling program as outlined on the 
attached copy of assay report just received.

Generalizing on my 1990 exploration work program, it should be 
noted that only a small portion of the property explored (maybe ID-15%) has 
any outcrop visible. Most is either covered by a sandy esker in a rolling 
fashion or by swamp.

Only the timbered and cut over areas on the upper side of the 
slopes in Claims P796747, P796753, P805433 and parts of Claim P805432, P796746, 
P806295 d P806296 have made it possible to observe any amount of visible 
outcrop and detect trends for stripping and general dirction of geology.

The location and clean-up of some old workings detected also 
assisted in assessment and general direction to follow; however, there is 
much additional work required in order to assess the prospect to it's fullest 
degree.

The most pronounced area of interest to-date appears to be at the 
old shaft location mid-central along the common boundary of Claims P796746 
and P796747. This area has been quite extensively drilled (by plugger only - 
no diamiond drilling to-date) and blasted with trenching in a East-West 
direction along the main shear zone. However, at the shaft itself, there 
appears to be a distinct plu g of different bulk-pinkish quartz material with heavy bands and blocks of sulphides carrying high gold values. No visible 
gold was observed and it can only be assessed that the values lie with the confront.
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OPAP File # OP90-172 (Continued)

This ore/quartz plug on which the shaft was sunk (collar all caved 
in) is highly altered with heavy bands of pink and white quartz, bands of 
sulphides mixed with a beigy type material. This seams to be cut-off by a 
cross fault about 6-8 feet East of the shaft; however, runs Westerly from 
the shaft pinching down to about 10-12" seme 70 ft away. The amount of 
sulphides and quartz greatly diminishes as the formation advances to the 
West, generally carrying low values as noted.

To the East of the quartz plug, the rock type and formation changes 
to a dark, almost black rock with disceminations of suphides, and narrow 
bands of iron (non metalic) with heavy rust in areas. This banded iron 
formation is about 9 feet wide near the shaft, pinching down to about 4 feet 
in width seme 60 feet to the East; however, a smaller band some 2 feet in 
width appears to finger off the main shear zone about half way down the 
trench to the North. Values are generally low in this Easterly area running 
from a trace to 0.36 ozs.

More stripping and trenching is required in this area, particularly 
to the East to follow the shear zone as far as possible.

Using judgement and general direction, it is thought that the 
location of Sample T7 near the common boundary of P806296 and P796747, is on 
strike and may be the extension of the shaft zone. The T7 sample result of 
6.25 ozs/ton in gold assayed; however, does not concur with observations made 
in the field and/or at the location of sample T6 to the North, which also may 
be an extension to the same shaft shear zone to the West. The samples taken 
at T5, T6 and T6 locations were not overly impressive on general naked 
observations and it is not thought that they should have run to the degree 
assayed unless free gold was present and not detected. The area is noted to 
have pods of free gold; however, non has been observed by the prospector.

It is thought possibly that samples TS, T6 and T7 may have been 
labelled in error in exchange for samples T10, T10A and T10B, all taken from 
the relative area around the shaft, where higher values should have been 
encountered in these samples. This; however, will have to be checked further 
with additional samples next time to property.

Please note that original submissionincluded only 21 samples taken 
in total; however, 3 were taken in location 10 at shaft rather than 2 as 
indicated for a total of 22.

The outcrop at the NE corner of P806295 is basically black and 
weatherized. The presence of nominal gold values in the area may indicate a 
shearing trend with oxidization between the hills to the West and to the East 
on the adjacent property, where nothing of value was observed. Heavy muskeg 
and swamp in the area prohibits much further investigation in the area unless 
diamond drilled.

As mentioned above, samples T5, T6 and T7 were taken in areas along 
the West boundaries of P806295 and P806296 from rocks blasted; however, were 
not impressive with respect to texture in the quartz, nor the quality and 
quantity of sulphides encountered and theoretically, in my estimation, should 
not have assayed as high as they did.

Continued



OPAP File # OP90-172 (continued)

Areas explored throughout the NE part of P796747, South half of 
P796747 and Claim P796753 had no or little outcrop with muskeg and sand in 
low lying areas. Any outcrop observed, more partcularily in parts of Claim 
P796753 had no mineralization with only narrow barren bands of quartz observed.

Claim P796746 is all treed in a swampy area to the North and NW 
with any portion open and cut over to the South and SE void of any outcrop 
and generally sandy.

Claim P796752 is treed and low lying mostly swampy to the NW. An 
old trench, badly grown over and full of water was observed on the first 
traverse line South of the North boundary. This was partially stripped and 
sampled giving a value of 0.11 oz/ton, which may have some significance when 
one considers the values encountered at T8 and T9 to the West and SW in Claim 
P805431. Overburden, swamp and water will be a problem; however, this area is 
worthy of further investigation, either through dozer stripping or diamond 
drilling following a detailed EM or MAG survey.

Areas in Claim P805431 West of the creek and throughout P805432 and 
P805433 are void of any outcrop after having traversed East and West accross 
each claim every 400 feet. The North half of P805431 is low lying with swamp 
portions with the balance and all of Claims P805432 and P805433 sandy with 
the exception of areas around the creek. The sand overburden appears to be 
quite deep based on hill rises in sections to low points probably ranging 
from 10 ft up to 50 feet or more in areas.

The next work program on this claim group will entail additional 
stripping, both East and West of the shaft area along the shear zone, both 
by labour and mechanical means. It is thought also that a cross fault or two 
may be intersecting this zone in a North-South direction, which will have to 
investigated.

A concentrated MAG and EM survey should be undertaken along the 
shaft vein and some 500 feet both North and South in a Easterly-Westerly 
direction. Resampling of this vein should be done along strike as far as 
possible with channel samples taken of trench floor once excavated and some 
short diamond drill holes to 100-150 feet in depth drilled.

A more detailed investigation, mapping and sampling should be 
undertaken along the cannon boundaries of Claims P806295, P806296, P796747 
and P796753.

Areas of P796752 should be further investigated along with the 
Easterly portion of P805431, trenched if possible with a MAG survey and seme 
diamond drilling.

This is a fairly intensive program; however, the central area 
appears to have excellent potential with many showings, good values and 
trends that indicate some odd occurrence or interruptions.

Continued    



OPAP File #OP90-172 (Continued)

This Turnbull Township Prospect has positive potential and merit 
requiring additional assessment and evaluation. It is hoped that consideration 
will be given towards further assistance in achieving this in 1991.

With respect to travel expense claimed, please be advised that some 
3-4 trips from Barrie to Timmins were forecasted in original application with 
the intent that I would be moving to the Tiimtins area sometime in the later 
half of 1990. However, due to conditions and the economy, this never occurred. 
By making a move, travel would have been greatly reduced and much closer in 
estimate to original forecast.

FUrther to this, in original forecast, I did not really consider the 
number of return trips necessitated to property on a daily basis from Timmins 
and cottage facility used.

Due to this over travel and in view that most was by highway, I 
consequently reduced the claim to 25C rather than the 30C per Ion allowed. THis 
results in a reduction of $625 or 2,500 Jans b 25^/km which I hope is 
favourable to the Ministry.

Please include the costs of assaying the 22 rock samples in the 
amount of $267.50 as per attached Invoice A1843 as an addition to my original 
claim.

It is sincerely hoped that you find everything in order with your 
earliest reply being most appreciated.

Thank you.

Yours^vtery truly

/f f - 

P.S. In the event that a criteria and/or limitation for travel and food 
allowances have been established in the OPAP program, it would be 
appreciated if these guidelines were submitted for future applications.
Indications at present are that I will continue to live in Barrie and 
that servicing exploration activities will ultimately be more expensive 
since most favourable exploration sites are at some distance from home 
base.
As a result, my schedule of activities would have to be adjusted 
accordingly, which, I hope will not be detrimental to your consideration.

Appreciating your comments, I thank you once again.



ASSAYERS ONTARIO LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF ASSAYERS CORPORATION LTD.

33 CHAUNCEY AVENUE. TORONTO. ONTARIO M8Z 2Z2 * TELEPHONE (416) 239-3527
FAX (416) 239-401?.

Certificate of Analysis

Certificate No.
MI-3145/1843 Date , February 21, 1991

Received.
22 .,..-. Samples of ..

Submitted by ^ R o^rt Onotsky..

Sample No,

T 1
T 2
T: 3
1:4
T 5
T 6
T 7
T 8
T 9
T
T

T
T

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

10
10A
10B
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Au ppb

271
422
463

Au oz/ton 

.11

287
131
108
181
90

739
242

7

2.51 
.20 
.36

ASSAYERS ONTARIO. LABORATORIES

Per __. ._,.._.,.__ ._...,__, .._-.,. 

J. van Engelen Mgr.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS * ASSAYING * ICP MULTI-ELEMENT ANALYSIS * REPRESENTATION



14:.09 flSSftVERS, QNT LflBS 416 239'.'-*:^

ASSAYERS ONTARIO LABORATORIES33 CHAUNCEY AVENUE, TORONTO. ONTARIO MflZ 222 
1ELEPHON6 (416) 239-3527 * FAX (416) 238-4012 x

Robert Onotsky 
p.O. Box 1254
RAPPfF

A 1843

1.5*0 LATE .CHARGE OVER 30 
DAYS {ANNUAL RATEL4M 5R4

QUANTITY

30

O rt

DESCRIPTION. . - T - - - --  J-.
Au Assays

Sample Prep.

Cert. No. MI-3145 Feb 21/91
THANK YOU!

Subtotal:
GST NO.: R123717001 6ST @ 7*:

Total:

UNIT PRICE

l 0.75

3.75

AWOUNT

S 175.00

75.00

f; 250,00,

17,-#B
| 267.50

MEIALUIRQtCAL - ENMRONMENTAL - IXS.P. MULtl-ELEMENT ANALYSIS TM o

\
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